
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Mondo TV executed a distribution agreement with Asia Animation for the 

distribution of certain programs, on which the important Hong Kong based toy 

maker M&C Toy Centre Ltd. developed a successful toy line 

 

Mondo TV will distribute the animated series object of the agreement with Asia 

Animation in exclusivity, and the licensing & merchandising rights without exclusivity 

 

This is the first agreement of the kind by Mondo TV under its new strategy 

 

Rome, 4 April 2014: Mondo TV informs to have executed with Asia Animation Ltd a 

distribution agreement, whereby Mondo TV is appointed as distributor in Europe, 

Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Australia for a period of five years of the 

programs Paula & Friends and World Peacekeepers, on which the leading toy maker 

M&C Toy Centre Ltd. developed a successful toy line. 

 

According to the agreement, Mondo TV will distribute all TV, Home Video, Internet, 

Mobile and VOD rights in exclusivity, together with the Licensing & Merchandising 

rights without exclusivity. Furthermore, Mondo TV will be entitled to a minority share 

on the revenues deriving from the exploitation of the toy line related to the licensed 

programs in the territories where a TV sale has been secured by Mondo TV. 

 

Asia Animation is worldwide agent for distribution of the animated series object of the 

agreement; the animation was realized by Puzzle Animation Studio Limited which is 

located in Shenzhen’s Futian District and which produces with over 300 staff 

approximately 3000 minutes of animation and CG images every year of the highest 

quality. 

 

Matteo Corradi, CEO of Mondo TV, stated: “we are really happy to be partner of Asia 

Animation in the distribution of these wonderful programs produced by such a well 

reputed studio like Puzzle Animation. Their programs perfectly fit with our values and 

we believe they will enrich our distributed library with their high quality animation.” 

 

Chin Yiu Tong, Chairman of Asia Animation, expressed: “we are very excited to 

cooperate with Mondo TV and we strongly believe that our cooperation will bring to a 

great success around the globe.” 
 


